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NEWSLffiER
Social Policy Research Centre

LOW PAY AND POVERTY
BY TONY EARDLE Y
On e of the key historical features
of Aust ralia's "wage ea rne rs'
welfa re state" has been its
relatively compresse d pay
distr ibuti on, with prot ection of
lower-paid worke rs th rough the
wage-setti ng role of the Industrial
Relations Com mission .
Con seq ue ntly, poverty in Australia
has generally be e n associated with
not having acces s to market
earnings. T hus th e Poverty Inqu iry
found that less th an two per ce nt
of working-age fam ilies with an
adult in full-time e mployme nt
were in povert y in 1972-73
(Burbidge , 1981).
This began to change in the
1980s as the Accord allowed real
wages to fall at the lower end
(offset to some degree by increases
in the social wage) and market
forces saw the gap between low
and high incom es widen (Borland,
1996). By 1989-90, five per cent of
famil ies in poverty had a member
in full-time work (Saunde rs, 1994).
Since then the shift towards
enterpri se bargainin g and
ind ividual agreements has seen th e
wage distribution widen furth er
and in the last few yea rs ther e has
be en increasing talk of 'wo rking
povert y' - virtually a contradiction
in term s in Australia in the 1970s.
A number of recent
de velopments have kept work ing
poverty on th e public agenda. The
ACT U's living wage case, for

to the ave rage.
example, has ex pressly atte m pted
A project is und erway at th e
to link th e ques tion of low pay
Social Policy Research Ce nt re
with that of househ old poverty and
(SPRC ) chart ing the dim en sions
depri vation (Buchanan and
and charac te ristics of working
Watson, 1997; Harcourt, 1997).
poverty. T his article outlines
T he Prim e Min ister has talked of
some ofthe conceptua l q ues tions
the need to see wages fall in order
involved in assess ing th e scale
to stimulate employment, whi le
and
nature of working povert y
there have been calls from some
and present s some initial analyses
labour market economis ts for
of trends in low pay in Australia
changes such as a negat ive income
since th e ea rly 1980s. F urthe r
tax to allow low wages to fall
work from th e project will be
further without too adverse an
reporte d in a se ries of SPRC
effec t on the famil ies of th e low
Discussion Papers.
paid (eg., Dawkins, 1997). T he
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TH E SOCIAL PO LICY RESEARCH CENTRE
was establi shed in January 1980 (originally as th e Social Welfare
Research Ce ntre) under an agreement between the Unive rsity of
New South Wales and th e Co mmo nwea lth Government.
The Ce nt re is operate d by the Unive rsity as an independent
un it of the University. The Director recei ves assista nce in
formulatin g the resear ch age nda from a Board of lanage me nt and
also thr ough peri odic con sultation with the comm unity. The
Dire cto r is respo nsib le to th e Vice-Ch ancellor for the operatio n of
the C e nt re.
The SPRC underta kes and sponsors researc h on important
aspects of social policy and socia l welfare; it arranges seminars and
confe re nces , publishe s the results of its research in reports,
journal articl es and books, and provide s opportunities for
postgradu ate stud ies in socia l policy.
The Ce ntre 's curre nt research age nda cove rs socia l policy
issues associa ted with changes in em ployme nt; le vels of social and
eco nomic ine qua lity including poverty and the meas urement of
incom e an d living standa rds; th e cha nging str uctu re of the mixed
eco no my of wel fare and the roles of state, mark et, household and
non -government sec tors in meeting social needs; policies and
program s in social sec urity, taxation and the labour mark et , and
com munity se rvices.
The views exp ressed ill this News/tller. as ill (J1JJ of the Centre's publimtiolls.
do 1I0t represent allJ official position of the Cenrrr. The SP RC Neosletter and 0/1
other S PRC publiratiolls presmr me views and researrh finding» of the indioidua!
authors. f;l'ith the aim of promoting the deoelopmrnt of ideas (J1Jd discussion about
maj or concerns ill social po/iry alld sorial f;l·elfare.
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JIM BOYDELL is visiting the SPRC from February to
April 1998. He is completing an International Masters of
Science in Social Work at Gothenburg University,
Sweden . His research involves a comparative analysis
of social assistance payments in Sweden and Australia .
JEFFREY REITZ, Professor of Sociology at the
University of Toronto, Canada , is visiting the Centre
from February to April 1998. His research will focus on
the economic status of immigrants in Australia .
ALBERT DO, from the Social Security Department,
Ministry of Finance, China, will be visiting the Centre
from March to May 1998. He will be working with
Professor Peter Saunders on social security issues.
Or GAlL WILSON from the London School of
Econom ics will visit the Centre from April to June 1998.
Her research interests focus around the study of elder
abuse and the comparative analysis of ageing among
migrants .
NICK TURNBULL is leaving the Centre to take up
positions at the Commonwealth Department of Health
and Family Services , and the School of Industrial
Relations at the University of NSW. He has been
working with Cathy Thomson and Michael Fine on the
Demonstration Projects in Community Care.
JUDY SCHNEIDER recently received this year's
Ronald Henderson Research Foundation Postgraduate
Scholarship. She is the second of the current SPRC
postgraduates to receive this scholarship , the last being
awarded to NATALlE BARNES in 1997.
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The Social Policy Research Centre is located on
Level 3 of the Samuels Building, University of NSW,
Kensington Campus. Enter by Gate 11, Botany Street.
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FROM TH E

D I RECTOR
BY PETER
SAUN DERS
On reflection, it is little short of
remarkable that tax reform looks
set to feature prominently in this
year 's policy and political debates.
The goods and services (GST) tax
looked well and truly dead after its
rejection by the electorate in the
1993 federal election, but it has
made an amazing recovery and
could be a reality within the next
two years or so. Why is that?
Several possible explanations
spring to mind. One of these is the
view that the case for a GST is
stronger than ever, but it just needs
to be made more coherently and
convincingly this time around.
Those who adhere to this view
point to the large number of
countries who have introduced a
GST (or its equivalent), as if this in
itself provides a rationale for why
we in Australia should join them.
This mode of thinking does not
augur well for the future of the
country if it alone determines what
we do, in tax or any other area of
policy.
In any case, the fact that lots of
other countries have introduced a
particular reform is not, in itself,
sufficient reason for us to do
likewise. There are many areas of
policy where Australia's approach
has always differed from that of
other countries - many of them
producing uniquely Australian
outcomes that give rise to a sense
of pride and national identity.
Furthermore, if we are to follow
the others, we need to be
convinced that what they did was
right, not only that it was different.
At this point, we must look to
the evidence before reaching any
conclusion. In particular, we need
to know what the economic, social
and political effects have been in
those countries that have already
gone down the GST route. These
are matters about which the
experts remain divided - a situation
which is not encouraging for
providing enlightenment to the
voter.

This is not an appropriate place
to canvas the (many and complex)
arguments for and against a GST,
although it is perhaps worth
observing that the purely economic
effects of the tax on economic
performance appear to be generally
rather small and/or difficult to
discern. In contrast, the political
impacts are generally negative and
all too obvious - as anyone who has
visited Canada or New Zealand in
recent years can confirm.
The social effects of a GST are
its greatest unknown. These will
depend crucially on the precise
form in which the tax is introduced
and what other changes accompany
it. Taxpayers are suspicious of a
GST because they see its adverse
effects as far more certain than any
offsetting positives. There is
plenty of scope here for vigorous
debate over the pros and cons, as
there has been in the past.
In light of these observations,
one can but wonder why
politicians would want to put the
GST issue back onto the agenda.
The most obvious explanation is
essentially instrumental; it is not
the GST itself that attracts
politicians, but rather the
opportunities that a GST opens up
in other areas of tax reform. The
most important of these is the
possibility to redistribute the
revenue generated by the GST
back to taxpayers as tax cuts potentially rather subs tantial
income tax cuts to middle-income
taxpayer/voters.
But if overall revenue is held
constant - a fundamental tenet of
the recent tax reform debates then it follows that whatever the
government takes with its right
hand will be returned to taxpayers
with its left hand. In the process,
of course, some of those from
whom more is taken will not
receive all of it back again. There
will be both winners and losers and
an enormous battle over who
belongs to each group and how

much they will be affected by the
change. The eventual outcome will,
as before, most likely be
characterised by two features complexity and confusion - hardly a
potent mixture for convincing an
already cynical electorate.
None of this is to deny the fact
that there are areas of the tax
system that are in need of reform .
The imbalance in the revenue
raising powers of the
Commonwealth and the States is
paramount amongst these, as are
the inequities of PAYE taxpayers
vis-a-vis others, and the extent to
which policy objectives are pursued
through granting tax relief rather
than by direct spending programs.
There is also a weakness in the
longer-term revenue potential of
the current system that must be
addressed, although this is an issue
to do with the overall level of
taxation, rather than with tax reform
as such - particularly revenueneutral tax reform.
If the forthcoming tax debate is
to improve the situation in these
areas, it will be worthwhile. At the
moment, however, these issues are
not at the forefront of much of the
public debate. We should be
thinking about how to raise the
longer-term reven ue capacity of our
tax system and how to make the
system better suited to our needs,
but there are enough other tasty
morsels on the tax reform plate to
provide for a wholesome meal, even
without the GST as the main
course.

SPRC SEMINAR
PROGRAM
For copies of the new 1998 SPRC
seminar program, please call the
SPRC on 02 9385 3833.
SPRC NEWSLETTER .
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WHOARE THE
WORKING POOR?
We might de scrib e th e 'wo rking
poor' broadl y as ' peo ple in paid
work whose resour ces leave th em
be low some pove rty standa rd', bu t
th is begs a num ber of questions.
First, are we talking about
ind ividu als or th e fam ily un its
whi ch wages fully or partl y
support? T o be on a low wage in a
we ll-off househ old has a different
mea ning to bein g on th e same
wage as a sole family ea rne r.
Seco nd ly, how muc h work needs
to be involved be fore someo ne
becomes one of th e working poor?
It is difficult to survive on wages
alone, even when paid at a high
hourly rate , if only a few hours of
work per week can be ob tained .
T hird ly, does rece ipt of a
means-tested socia l sec urity
payment necessarily impl y poverty
for working families, as is
sugges ted by Birrell et al? (see
Ea rd ley, 1997, for a discussion of
th is q ues tion). A fourth conce ptua l
point is mo re a ques tion of
measurem ent. Cas h income by
itself is incre asingly see n as a
misleading or insufficient way of
measuring th e ex te nt of poverty,
es pe cially for groups like the selfe mployed, so alte rnatives include
th e use of cons umption or

ex pe nditu re meas ures, as we ll as
attem pts to estimate the impac t of
non-cash e leme nts of the social
wage. All these dim en sions,
including the link bet ween
ind ividual low pay and househ old
poverty, will be ex plored in detail
in future work . T his article
conce nt rates on th e qu est ion of low
pay.

LOW PA Y

Defining low pay is itself not
straightforward. Wages are both
payments for work carried out and
a means of subsis te nce. Pay can
therefore be see n as ' low' relative
to the work involved in earnin g it
or relative to need s that it has to
support. If low pay is see n as
prim arily an individtlo/ labour
market issue th en wages tend to be
judged in terms of a fair return for
th e work involved . Fai rness here
may include considerations such as
skill level s, differentials, gender
equity or economic
compe titive ness, but it takes no
d irect acco unt of th e circumsta nces
of wage ea rne rs' househ old s, wh ich
are irrel evant in determin ing
whethe r a particul ar level of pay is
' low'.
Source: ABS
This is not the case when low
Surveys of
pay is tre ated as an issue of
Income and
hOllsehold needs or poverty. Standa rds
Housing Costs,
of living for some ind ivid uals
unit record files
dep end on
income othe r
TABLE 1: INDIVIDUALSI'I WITH LOW PAY, 1981-81 TO 1994-95
th an their own
Per centage with Low Pay wages, whil e for
Low Pay Threshold
(2/3 median hourl y rate 1'1)
othe rs their wage
YEAR
M EN
WOMEN
PERSONS has to support
ad ditional fam ily
10.0
23.3
1981-82
$5.33
15.2
or
househ old
Weighted N urnbers'"
318000
752000
434000
members. Thus
12.0
17.5
1985-86
$6.03
14.2
the circumstances
4 18000
827000
409000
Weighted Numbe rs
of indi vidu al
1989-90
$7.78
11.0
16.0
13. 1 work ers and the
Weighted lumbe rs
408000
847000
439000
typ es of
$8.65
13.1
15.1
1994 -95
14.2
househ old in
980000
Weighted Numbers
514000
466000
which th ey live
are imp ortant in
NOTES
identifying tho se
a) Individuals included are those aged 15-64 (men) and 15·59 (women), receiving current
who are 'working
income from employed work. Those identified by their labour force status as self-employed
poor'. The
are excluded , as accurate earningsare difficult to determine , especially on an hourly basis.
ACTU's
living
b) Hourly pay rates are based on current gross weekly earningsfrom first and second jobs,
divided by total hours normally worked in first and second job. These are defined by midwage claim
points in hours bands, as before 1994-95 actual hours were not available. Comparisons with
attempte d to
figures using the actual hours in 1994-95 suggests that the mid-pointtends slightly to
make a case on
exaggerate the level of low pay (particularly for women).
c) Numbers are rounded to the nearest thousand .
grounds of both
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the fairness of ind ividu al wages
and the social capaci ty of earnin gs.
In a recent speec h, a former
Industrial Relation s Co mmissione r
has shown how these two se parate
considerations have been both at
od ds and yet also inte rtwine d in
wage deterrn inations since the
be ginning of th is ce nt ury
(Ha ncoc k, 1997).
But even in the narrower se nse ,
measuring low pay is also subject
to difficulties, of which ge nde r
differences in pattern s of work and
ea rnings are amo ngst the most
important. Definitions of low pay
comm onl y use either male or all
full-tim e workers as the base. The
Council of Europe 's ' Dece ncy
T hres hold', for ex ample, uses 68
per cent of th e average full-time
wage of all employees (Low Pay
Unit, 1996), wh ile th e OECD has
used two-thirds of th e medi an fulltim e wage (O EC D, 1996). Data in
thi s form are relatively easy to
collect on a comparative basis, but
present diffi culties when we want
to examine the position of wome n
and part-time work ers - groups
which ove rlap in most count ries
but which are now well established
as major components of the work
force and imp ortant co ntributors to
househ old incomes.
For these reasons, our stu dy is
following other ove rseas
research ers such as Webb et al.
(1996) in adopting an inclu sive
definition. Bein g in low pay is
defined as having a total before-tax
hourly pay rate of bel ow two third s
of th e medi an for th e whole
employed popul ation . T he use of
an hourl y rate avoid s th e problem
of changes in the levels of parttime ve rsus full-time work over
time, while allowin g part-time
worke rs to be included.
The se nsitivity of trend figures
to the use of thi s th resh old need s
to be exa mined, however, so some
data are also give n on the
percentage of employee s in low
pay accord ing to a more restricted
definition. Table 1 shows the
trends in th e above mea sure of low
pay between 1981-82 and 1994-95
for men and wome n, based on
analysis of data from th e ABS
StllVey ofIncome ond Housing Costs.

It suggests that in percentage
te rms, according to our definition
of low pay, the re has been only a
marginal change overal l. However,
the tre nds are rather different for
men and women. For me n there
appears to have been relat ively
little change up to 1989-90, but an
increase in the early 1990s. For
women, however, there has been a
noticeable decrease over the whole
pe riod, such that thei r re lative risk
of be ing in low pay has more than
halved compared to that of men.
Figure 1 illustra tes the
diffe rence if we use a more
restrictive defi nition of low pay (50
per cent of the median). The main
point of interest is that reducing
the threshold leads to a
substantially larger fall in the
pe rcentage of women regarded as
in low pay compared to that of
men, indicating a narrower
dispersion of earnings amongst
lower-paid women.
Although the abso lute number
of women in low pay grew because
of their increased labour market
part icipation, the expansion of low
pay in numerical terms was much
grea ter among men, representing
more tha n 86 pe r cent of the total
increase. This is in line with
OECD analysis of comparative
trends in wage inequality, which
suggests that in spite of
fluctuations during the latter half of
the 1980s, the ratio of the top to
bottom deciles of full-t ime male
earn ings was not much greater in
Aust ralia in 1990 than in 1985
(OECD, 1996). Since 1990,
however, the ratio has bee n rising
stead ily. For women worki ng fulltime, the ratio has been falling
slowly but steadily since the mid 1980s.
This is a somewhat misleading
picture, however, since women are
muc h more likely to be working
part-time than men (around 38 per
cent of women in 1994-95
compared to eight pe r cent of
men). Thus, the proportion of
women with low leve ls of weekly
earn ings is still considerably-greater
tha n tha t of me n, and so the
capac ity of women's earnings to
keep them or their fami lies out of
poverty is lower.

Overall, while it appears that
according to our defini tion, the
percentage increase in low pay since
the early 1980s has not been
dramatic, by the mid- 1990s an
expanding workforce mea ns that an
extra 230,000 workers could be
classified as low paid (earn ing
wages of less than $9 an ho ur), thus
fue lling wide r perceptions of a
growth in the working poor.
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FROM THE

PRO) ECTS
RENT
ASSISTANCE
FOR RESI DENTS
OF RETIREMENT
VILLAGES
The SPRC recently carried out a
study for the Department of Social
Security of the circumstances of
residents of retirement villages.
The aim was to provide
information on a sector which has
received little research attention.
The study focused on whether
current policy on residents'
eligibility for Rent Assistance is
still valid.
A national database on
retirement villages was created as a
source of information and as a
sampling frame for a telephone
survey of the managers of a sample
of retirement villages and a postal
survey of their residents.

KEY FI NDINGS
• The sector has been expanding
rapidly and there are an
estimated 1 700 retirement
villages nationally, providing up
to 70 000 units of
accommodation. The majority of
residents are women and women
living alone make up the largest
single household type. Fourfifths of respondents said that
ill-health did not stop them
living independently and only a
small number felt they needed
personal care.
• Residents had paid average
entry contributions of around
$99,000 for self-care
accommodation and around
$74,000 for serviced apartments
- though new payments were
higher.
• Just over 40 per cent of current
residents in self-care
accommodation and two-thirds
of those in serviced apartments
had paid entry contributions
below the threshold of eligibility
for Rent Assistance.
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• Ongoing charges for
independent housing averaged
around $45 per week, which
usually covers council and water
rates, building insurance,
electricity and maintenance for
common areas . In serviced
apartments the average payment
was around $145 per week,
which normally also includes
meals, cleaning and some
personal care. Average charges
for self-care housing appeared to
be similar to body corporate fees
for strata units generally.
• Because the minimum rent
threshold for Rent Assistance is
set higher for couples than for
single people, but housing
charges are similar, around six
times as many single residents as
couples were in range for Rent
Assistance eligibility.
• Contrary to previous
assumptions, there was no
apparent correlation between
higher entry contributions and
lower weekly charges. For selfcare residents, ongoing charges
actually tended to increase
slightly as entry costs rose.
• The vast majority of residents
received either an age pension or
another social security payment,
and only about 10 per cent were
fully self-funded. Only about
one-fifth of the social security
recipients claimed to be
receiving Rent Assistance,
though this may be an
underestimate.
• Just over one-third reported
after-housing disposable incomes
of no more than $25 per week
and over half said they had no
more than $50. Thirteen per
cent reported having more than
$200 per week. However, a
comparison of pension payments
and housing charges suggests
that some residents may have
underestimated their posthousing incomes.
• The reported incomes of people
receiving Rent Assistance were
lower than for those not
receiving help, which suggests

that assistance is being targeted
accurately. However, nearly 40
per cent of social security
recipients who said they did not
receive Rent Assistance paid
entry contributions below the
eligibility threshold and many
reported low levels of disposable
income. They were not
receiving Rent Assistance
mainly because their weekly
housing charges were below the
minimum rent threshold.
• There was also a clear division
between the more affluent and
poorer retirees in terms of nonhousing assets, with 64 per cent
of households reporting assets of
less than $50000 (and many
noting that they had hardly any
assets at all), and 10 per cent
saying they had more than
$200000.
• The distribution of assets
tended to match the varying
levels of entry contributions,
thus supporting the proposition
that Rent Assistance is
reasonably well targeted.
However, it appears that the
eligibility threshold, together
with the minimum rent rule,
may create a boundary problem
whereby a minority are
disadvantaged relative to others
in sim ilar circumstances.
• A number of organisations
outside the Department of
Social Security have suggested
policy changes to address
possible inequities amongst
residents. These have focused
on de taching the eligibility
threshold from the pensioner
assets test and linking it to
average entry costs, or pensioner
housing costs more generally.
Such changes would have only a
small impact in themselves, as
most potential beneficiaries
would be excluded by the
minimum rent threshold. If
separate rent thresholds were
established for different types of
village, further inequities could
be introduced because people
paying higher contributions to

live in a better village would be
treated the same as those only
able to afford less attractive
accommodation.
A more detailed Summary of
Findings will be published in April
1998. Fo r information about the
availability of the full report please
contact the SPRC Publication and
Information Officer on 02 9385
3857.
Tony Eardley

CITIZENSH IP,
SOCIAL RIGHTS
AND INCOME

IN RETIREMENT
The last decade has witnessed
important policy developments in
the realm of retirement income.
While the age pension has
continued to serve as a major
source of income in retirement and
as a safety net to those in need, the
role of superannuation has become
more prominent, particularly
following the Superannuation
Guarantee Charge legislation of
1992, which made super
compulsory for the majority of
Australian workers.
How do ordinary people from
different backgrounds perceive
these changes? This project, which
is funded by the Australian
Research Council, aims to explore
the expectations, plans and
perceptions of retirement held by
people in mid-life. Drawing on
T.H. Marshall's concept of social
rights, it employs qualitative
methods to gain a detailed
understanding of the sense of
entitlement or right which people
feel towards the pension,
superannuation and other forms of
saving such as home ownership.
Our sample is made up of three
groups of people aged between 42
and 57:
• people in skilled occupations
with good superannuation;
• people in unskilled occupations
with good superannuation; and

• people with poorer
superannuation.
Participants have engaged in
structured, in-depth interviews
designed to elicit information on
their current circumstances, their
notions of retirement as such, what
they foresaw happening in their
retirement, the sense of financial
security they derive from different
measures, their beliefs about
whether the age pension is a right
and, similarly, whether they
perceive superannuation to be an
entitlement. Much ofthe research
findings will be concerned with the
meanings and explanations which
participants ascribe to various
retirement provisions. This rich
data will be analysed along various
axes: class, gender, superannuation
accumulations, and political
culture. We expect the project to
yield findings which are important
for the academic community, for
government, for the superannuation
industry, and for individuals who
are interested in how their ideas
regarding retirement and the
welfare state compare with those of
others.
Some interesting issues
emerging from the data to date
include that while the majority of
participants see the age pension as
a right for older Australians, the
notion of right in this context
means different things to different
people. Some, for example, see it in
universal terms, that everyone
should automatically be paid a
pension in their retirement. Others
argue that people only have a right
to public support if they need it,
and thus support a targeted
approach. Furthermore,
participants justify or explain such
rights in various ways. Many see
age pension entitlement as based
on an exchange relationship with
the state, typically through the
payment of taxes over the working
life. Others explain it in broader
terms, using criteria such as having
brought up children or contributed
to the community. Still others see it
in humanitarian terms, that

whether one contributes or not,
everyone should be able to live
with dignity in their old age.
The study commenced in 1996
and will continue following the
return of Or Sheila Shaver to the
Centre in September.
Memn Thompson

THE
LUXEMBOURG
INCOME STUDY
Since its inception in 1983, the
main goal of the Luxembourg
Income Study (LIS) has been to
assemble standardised microdata
on individual households in a range
of countries and make the data
available to researchers interested
in exploring issues associated with
poverty, inequality and economic
well-being in a comparative
context.
Australia formally joined LIS in
the late-1980s, its membership fee
of around US$15 000 being shared
by the Social Policy Research
Centre and the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS), with ABS
contributing two-thirds of the total.
This funding supports the LIS
technical staff based in
Luxembourg, whose job it is to
assemble the data for each country
according to the standardised LIS
template, to make the data
available to researchers in each
country, and to ensure that the
strictest data confidentiality
requirements are met.
With the help of the LIS data, it
is now possible to study aspects of
inequality between different
countries with far greater
confidence that the results are not
a reflection of the different
definitions and concepts used in
each individual country. Of course,
one can never completely remove
all such differences. Different
countries will continue to use
somewhat different definitions and
data collection methods, although
with the arrival of LIS, the impact
continued on page 10
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REV I EW
GLOBAL SOCIAL
POLICY:
INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS
ANDTHE

FUTURE OF
WELFARE
BOB DEACON. WITH
MICHELLE HULSE AND PAUL
STUBBS

BY GERRY
REDMOND
"The authors
... articulate a
hidde n
discourse
that has
emerged
between '"
supranational
organisations.
This
discou rse ...
is of global
importance
and is
fundamentally
shifting the
notion of
what social
policy is all
about."
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This book claims to be about the
globalisation of welfare, but its real
focus is on the organisation of
welfare for post-industrial societies
in a post-cold war world. It argues
that globalisation (the international
order of capitalism and free trade)
sets welfare states in competition
with each other, raises social policy
issues to a supranational level , and
generates a global discourse on the
best ways to regulate capitalism in
the interests of social welfare in all
parts of the world. These are big
issues, and in tackling them,
Deacon et a/ are attempting to
move the social policy debate
beyond critiques of EspingAndersen's (1990) Three Worlds of
Welfare Capita/ism where they have
been mired for some time: social
policy may have developed as a
result of different social, cultural
and economic forces in different
nation states, but how relevant is
that for their future development?
Not, they argue, as important as
the imperatives of supranational
organisations such as the European
Union (EU), the Int ern ational
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Bank, to name a few.
The authors claim to articulate a
hidden discourse that has emerged
between these and other
supranational organisations. This
discourse, they claim , is of global

FEBRUARY 1998

importance and is fundamentally
shifting the notion of what social
policy is all about. The locus for
this debate, where strategies are
developed and policies tested, is in
the post-communist states of
Central and Eastern Europe
(CEE).
T he book starts off with a rather
ambitious review of the world's
welfare - how different groups of
countries compare with each other.
I t argues that in terms of meeting
basic human needs, defined as
something similar to the U 's
Human Development Index,
neither free market liberalism (as
in the USA) nor state bureaucratic
collec tivism (as in the former
Soviet Union) are particularly
effective. Rathe r, a socially
regulated system that embodies
either corporative forms of
tripartite government or a high
commitment to a redistributive tax
and benefits policy is most
successful at meeting human needs
in a capi talist state. Some
interesting observations are made
regarding the transformation of
we lfare states in CEE countries.
Some, notably Russia, seem more
headed towards a Latin American
scenario of social welfare collapse
in a milieu of post-communist
conservatism. Other countries,
such as Hungary and Poland,
appear to be following the path of
pensions and short term benefits
paid out of social insura nce
contributions, tax-fi nanced family
allowances, and means-tested
social assistance. However, benefit
levels are often so low that in
practice the systems take on what
Deacon et a/ describe as a 'social
libera l' hue (p.Sl ), This is not
accidental - it is seen as the
preferred option of supranational
organisations such as the World
Bank.
And this is the point that the
book makes strongly - unlike in
postwar Europe when Marshall Aid
was given by the USA in the form
of grants, and with little
interference, the funding bodies of
the 1990s are mostly handing out

loans, and are attaching lots of
strings to them. The IMF is seen
as a closed organisation with a
largely liberal, minimalist social
policy project. The World Bank, on
the other hand, while also
espousing liberal policies 'is far less
cautious than the IM F abo ut
proclaim ing in public its mission to
foster social development to
eradicate poverty' (p.65). The
OECD does not provide loans, but
trades in influence. Unlike the
World Bank and the IMF, the
OECD is dom inated by
Europeans, and its social policy
prescriptions tend to have a
European flavour, with less
prim acy given to eco nom ic over
social objec tives - soda/ libera lism,
perhaps, rather than the World
Bank's social/ibera/ism. The
International Labour Organisation
(ILO) attempts to set minimum
sta ndards in terms of working and
social security conditions. The
World Trade Organisation has
turned into a bat tlegrou nd whe re
the en force me nt of the ILO 's
minimu m conditions is contested some countries (mostly the riche r
ones) want to link free trade to the
minimum ILO standards, and
some (mostly poore r) do not. Also
discussed are UN organsiations,
which seek to influence the IMF
and the World Bank, and
subregional organisations such as
the European Union (EU), wh ich
has a large social policy remit with
resources to back it, and the No rth
Ame rican Free Trade Area
(NAFTA), which has none at all.
Most of these organisations are
battling with each othe r and,
Deacon et a/ stress, within
themselves, to win the CEE social
policy debate. 'The global
ideological st ruggle over
appropriate social policy in Eastern
Europe and th e forme r Sovie t
Union is continuing apace, but
different positions are not always
tidily equitable with different
agencies and do not always get
articulated in the same way or with
the same impact in different
countries' (p.148). On- the-ground

confrontations with reality
(particularly the popularity of the
social guarantees of the communist
era) appear to result in ad-hoc policy
prescriptions, ranging from radical
citizenship incomes to workfare. But
the real choices, as Deacon et 01 see
it, are between social liberalism and
corporatist conservatism. The
global spin they put on this is
quite interesting: the
supranational organisations which
are having such a large (although
sometimes ill-defined) influence
on the formation of social policy
in CEE countries exist outside
of, and can bypass the processes
of formal national politics. This
kind of policymaking is one
which has been a concern of
development studies. Perhaps
the disciplines of comparative
policy studies and development
studies should enter into a
dialogue so that supranational
welfare strategies in the CEE
and Third World countries can
be evaluated alongside each
other.
The book attempts to add
another level of complexity to its
argument by next analysing the
formulation of social policy in
the former Yugoslavia in conditions
of conflict by mostly UN bodies and
Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs). To be fair, this is not just a
'let's cover all the angles' ploy. The
authors make the very reasonable
argument that in the global context,
conflict is 'normal', and the sideeffects of conflict, particularly
refugee crises, are a legitimate area
of intervention for supranational
organisations. Some very interesting
observations about the social
policies of NGOs are made: how
they can reinforce the notion of
overseas welfare provision,
effectively let ineffective or corrupt
governments off the hook, and how
their work inevitably chimes with
the philosophy of the World Bank concentrating help on the poorest of
the poor. These strategies, the
authors argue, have been transposed
from Third World countries to those
in the former Yugoslavia, and

urgently need to be reassessed.
The large supranational
organisations appear to be at a loss
in conditions of conflict (as,
indeed, does the whole discipline
of social policy, a point not
explicitly made in this book).
They need order, and stable

Bob Deacon with Michelle Hulse and Paul Stubbs

governments to deal with, if they
are to operate successfully, it
would appear. In ill-defined
situations of conflict and crisis, it
seems that social policy is left to
NGOs who operate an effectively
residualist welfare policy in the
absence of any alternative public
policy.
The chapter on Yugoslavia
makes fascinating reading, and
makes a useful contribution to the
literature on social policy, but it is
not terribly well integrated with
the rest of the book. For while
NGOs have been primary
formulators and providers of social
policy in situations of contested
government legitimacy and
conflict, the authors do not claim
that their remit has extended
much beyond that, for example in
those CEE countries where
conflict is less of a problem and
civil politics survive. There, the

main relationship is between
governments and supranational
organisations. This factor weakens
the link made by the authors
between social policy in most CEE
countries and the Third World .
However, given that
development studies and social
policy have not yet engaged in a
meaningful dialogue about
globalisation issues, this
dissonance in what is on the
whole a very fine piece of work
is perhaps inevitable. The
authors do recognise this
weakness in their analysis , and
suggest some ways in which
interdisciplinary supranational
and global social policy research
might progress: through
comparative work on the
emerging social policy of trade
blocs; through examination of
the social policy implications of
migration; and through the
analysis of transnational income
transfer schemes. How far are
we from developing a
framework within which the
social policies of Community
Aid Abroad and the Australian
welfare state can be examined
together? What kind of
questions would such an analysis
throw up about the nature of social
rights in First and Third Worlds?
In attempting (and in many ways
failing) to approach the question of
global social policy, this book
nonetheless implicitly exposes
many weaknesses associated with
the analysis of social policy at the
level of the state. The debate
about social policy and
globalisation, initiated by
publications such as this will
inevitably grow, and as it does, a
new discourse on social policy that
embraces both developed and
underdeveloped nations must
surely evolve.

REFERENCES
Esping-Andersen, G (1990) The
Three Worlds a/Welfare
Capitalism, Cambridge: Polity
Press.
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FROM THE PROJECTS
of most of these differences has
been minimised.
So what, one might ask? If I am
interested in income distribution
in Australia, of what use is it to me
to be able to generate similar
statistics for other countries?
Without knowing what is
happening in other countries, it is
difficult to gauge the significance
of what is happening here. This is
not to argue that we should always
try to 'follow the pack', but rather
that unless we know where the
rest of the pack is heading in
distributional terms, we cannot
know where we stand relative to
them.
A second reason for bringing
LIS data to bear on questions of
economic inequality is that this
allows some insight to be gained
into the crucial reason of why the
patterns of inequality differ in
different countries. Is Country A
more equal than Country B
because it has a different
demographic structure, a different
level of unemployment, a different
tax system or a different social
security system? Unless we can
begin to answer such questions,
there can be little hope that we
will be able to change - in either
direction.
Those who doubt the value of
this kind of comparative research
are referred to the excellent book

Income Transfers in Tell Welfare
States (Avebury, 1991) by Deborah
Mitchell from the ANU, which
remains one of the best examples
of how LIS can be used to explore
issues surrounding inequality and
to draw important conclusions
regarding the role of redistributive
tax and transfer policies.
Since it was initially
established, the LIS project has
been gradually expanding to
include more countries. Among
the countries that have recently
joined the Project are Russia,
Spain, Hungary and Taiwan.
Negotiations are underway to try
to extend the membership to
include New Zealand, Korea and
Japan.
With LIS already covering most
countries in Europe and North
America, its extension into Asia is
of particular significance for
Australia. One can but wish that
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the data were already there for
Asia, so that one could begin to
estimate the impact of the current
'financial crisis' on the extent and
patterns of inequality. As this
extension proceeds, LIS has the
potential to serve as an important
bridge linking issues of inequality
and social policy in Australia to
other countries, in the region and
beyond.
For the last ten years, the LIS
database has been used extensively
in many research projects
undertaken within the SPRC. The
Centre remains firmly committed
to the Project's goals and we will
strive to use the LIS data to place
Australia's concerns and
achievements into a broader
international perspective.

Peter Sounders
jJfember, LIS Executive Board

CONTRACT
RESEARCH ON
COMMUNITY
SERVICES
Since March 1996, new research in
the field of community services at
the SPRC has been undertaken
through a series of studies, funded
through research contracts won by
the Centre in competition with
other public and private sector
researchers in the field. While
there are difficulties that arise from
attempting to develop a coherent
program of research on this basis,
contract-based funding has enabled
a number of significant studies to
be undertaken over the past two
years.
Reviewing the work undertaken
over the past twelve months, a
number of unifying themes stand
out which are suggestive of the
underlying thinking of
governments on the future of such
community care.
The most prominent theme
concerns the search for a more
coordinated approach to the
delivery of community services.
This is central to the Evaluation of

Demonstration Projects in Integrated
Community Core (undertaken by
Michael Fine, Cathy Thomson and
ick Turnbull), a three-year

project commissioned by the NSW
Department of Ageing and
Disability (ADD) now nearing
completion. The project is based
on a series of eight large scale local
projects, in which community care
services in a number of rural,
regional and suburban areas across
the State have worked
collaboratively to develop and
implement arrangements for closer
cooperation in the provision of care
to people in their own homes.
The search for improved
coordination is also a focus of the

Evaluation of theHomsby Ku-ringgai Coordinated CoreTrial
(undertaken by Karen Fisher and
Michael Fine) which has
commenced recently (for further
details see SPRC Newsletter No.
67).
The scope of coordination
envisaged for the Coordinated
Care Trials is far more ambitious
than is the case of the NSW
Demonstration Projects. The
intention is to introduce
significant financial and
organisational reforms in the form
of pooled funding and care
coordination (case management) to
link together primary and
community care services and acute
hospital services. The local plans
have developed considerably since
they were first derived from
proposals initially developed by
the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) to
streamline a wide range of funding
programs and achieve improved
efficiencies through the use of
pooled funding arrangements.
Like the Demonstration Projects,
the fostering of local collaboration
between service providers through
their engagement in the planning
of the project appears to have been
a key to the successes ach ieved to
date.
A far more specific intervention
is being studied as part of the

Evaluation of theShoredCoreof
OlderPeople Project (SCOPP)
(conducted by Karen Turvey and
Michael Fine), the third contract
research project currently being
undertaken by the SPRC based on
the concept of coordination of care
(for further details see SPRC
Newsletter No. 65).
In each of these studies, an

important measure of success
concerns th e access of consume rs
to serv ices. T his issue is also the
ce ntra l th em e in two othe r contract
resea rch projects which have just
been, or are nearin g complet ion, at
the SPRC. The first of these
projects is the Suroey of
Discontinued Customers of the Home
CareSeroice of Nf!'W South Wales
(Karen T urvey and M ichae l Fine).
(For furt her de tails of this project
see SP RC Newsletter No. 65).The
seco nd projec t was a study of Access
to Seroices for Dementia Coregivers
(Cathy T ho mson and Michael
Fine) commissioned as part of the
NSW Action Plan on Dementia.
Th is project, wh ich resu lted in the

forms of care. T he actual extent to
wh ich community care can
provide a cost-effective alternative
remains, of course, a hotly
disputed empirical question.
Nonetheless, it is clear that the
promotion of appropriate
community care use, and the
des ire to further integrate
communi ty care into the larger
system of heal th and community
services, reflects a continuing
be lief amongst policy makers in its
efficacy. For consumers, staff and,
of course, researches, it is
important that this translates into
opportunities for real development
of the se rvices availab le.
Michael Fine

preparation of a strategic plan to
promote appropriate use of
services by the caregivers of
people with dementia, involved a
lite ratu re review, data ana lysis, the
distribution of a discussion paper
and the conduct of a state-wide
consu ltation process.
Taken together, the
commissioning of these studies
suggests that community care is
likely to continue to remain a field
in which significant development
and further expansion can be
expected. Underlying the concerns
of improved coordination and
better access to such care is a
notion that care in the home is a
cost -effective alternative to other
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